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ABSTRACT

Methods for inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wounds are described. The methods include administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound a therapeutically effective amount of an adipokine, an adipocyte or preadipocyte modulator, adipocytes, preadipocytes, or stem cells, or transforming the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound such as to express and secrete an adipokine, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.
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METHODS FOR ACCELERATING WOUND HEALING BY ADMINISTRATION OF ADIPOKINES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a divisional of U.S. Ser. No. 11/384,527 filed Feb. 7, 2006, which is a continuation-in-part application of PCT application No. PCT/IL2004/000727, filed Aug. 5, 2004, in which the US is designated, and claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/493,000, filed Aug. 7, 2003, now expired, the entire contents of each of and both these applications being hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entirety as if fully disclosed herein.

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to methods and pharmaceutical compositions for inducing and/or accelerating cell proliferation and/or cell migration and/or cell differentiation and thereby accelerating the healing process of wounds. More particularly, the present invention relates to the use of bioactive molecules which are secreted by adipocytes (adipokines), and bioactive molecules which modulate adipocytes and adipocytokines differentiation, and/or adipocytokines proliferation and/or activity and/or chemotaxis, for inducing or accelerating the healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound.

The primary goal in the treatment of wounds is to achieve wound closure. Open cutaneous wounds represent one major category of wounds and include surgical wounds, burn wounds, neuropathic ulcers, pressure sores, venous stasis ulcers, and diabetic ulcers.

Open cutaneous wounds routinely heal by a process that comprises six major components: (i) inflammation; (ii) fibroblast proliferation; (iii) blood vessel proliferation; (iv) connective tissue synthesis; (v) epithelialization; and (vi) wound contraction. Wound healing is impaired when these components, either individually or as a whole, do not function properly. Numerous factors can affect wound healing, including malnutrition, infection, pharmacological agents (e.g., actinomycin and steroids), advanced age and diabetes (Hunt and Goodson, 1988).

With respect to diabetes, diabetes mellitus is characterized by impaired insulin signaling, elevated plasma glucose and a predisposition to develop chronic complications involving several distinctive tissues. Among all the chronic complications of diabetes mellitus, impaired wound healing leading to foot ulceration is among the least well studied. Yet skin ulceration in diabetic patients takes a staggering personal and financial cost (Knighton and Flegel, 1993; Shaw and Boulton, 1997). Moreover, foot ulcers and the subsequent amputation of a lower extremity are the most common causes of hospitalization among diabetic patients (Shaw and Boulton, 1997; Coghlan et al., 1994; Grunfeld, 1992; Reiber et al., 1998). In diabetes, the physiological process of wound healing is impaired. The defect in tissue repair has been related to several factors including neuropathy, vascular disease and infection. However, other mechanisms whereby the diabetic state associated with abnormal insulin signaling impairs wound healing and alters the physiology of skin has not been elucidated.

Another issue associated with impaired wound healing relates to infections of post surgical wounds occurring in 25% of patients hospitalized in surgical wards.

Skin is a stratified squamous epithelium in which cells undergoing growth and differentiation are strictly compartmentalized. In the physiologic state, proliferation is confined to the basal cells that adhere to the basement membrane. Differentiation is a spatial process where basal cells lose their adhesion to the basement membrane, cease DNA synthesis and undergo a series of morphological and biochemical changes. The ultimate maturation step is the production of the cornified layer forming the protective barrier of the skin (Hennings et al., 1980; Yuspaa et al., 1989). The earliest changes observed when basal cells commit to differentiate is associated with the ability of the basal cells to detach and migrate away from the basement membrane (Fuchs, 1990). Similar changes are associated with the wound healing process where cells both migrate into the wound area and proliferative capacity is enhanced. These processes are mandatory for the restructuring of the skin layers and induction of proper differentiation of the epidermal layers.

The analysis of mechanisms regulating growth, differentiation and migration of epidermal cells has been greatly facilitated by the development of culture systems for mouse and human keratinocytes (Yuspa et al., 1989; Yuspa, 1994). In vitro, keratinocytes can be maintained as basal proliferating cells with a high growth rate. Furthermore, differentiation can be induced in vitro following the maturation pattern in the epidermis in vivo. The early events include loss of hemidesmosome components (Fuchs, 1990; Hennings and Holbrook, 1983) and a selective loss of the 66kD integrin and cell attachment to matrix proteins. This suggests that changes in integrin expression are early events in keratinocyte differentiation. The early loss of hemidesmosomal contact leads to suprabasal migration of keratinocytes and is linked to induction of Keratin 1 (K1) in cultured keratinocytes and in skin (Hennings et al., 1980; Fuchs, 1990; Tennenbaum et al., 1996a). Further differentiation to the granular layer phenotype is associated with down regulation of both β1 and β4 integrin expression, loss of adhesion potential to all matrix proteins and is followed by cornified envelope formation and cell death. Differentiating cells ultimately sloughs from the culture dish as mature squames (Yuspa et al., 1989; Tennenbaum et al., 1996b). This program of differentiation in vitro closely follows the maturation pattern of epidermis in vivo.

Wound healing may be induced in vivo by various bioactive agents which directly or indirectly promote growth, differentiation and/or migration of keratinocytes and/or epidermal cells. Thus, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,591,709 and 5,461,030 describe the use of non-steroidal anabolic hormone such as insulin, growth hormone, triiodothyronine and thyroxine for inducing wound closure. U.S. Pat. No. 5,145,679 describes the use of insulin and pancreatin for inducing wound closure. U.S. Pat. No. 6,541,447 describes the use of a mixture of growth factors and growth hormones for inducing wound closure, and International Application No. PCT/IL01/00675 (WO 02/09639) and corresponding U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/169,801 describe the use of PKC modulating agents for inducing wound closure. However, there is no teaching in the prior art for utilizing adipocytes, adipocyte or adipocytokine modulators, or molecules secreted by adipocytes, for inducing or accelerating the processes associated with wound healing.
There is thus a widely recognized need for, and it would be highly advantageous to have, new approaches for accelerating the processes associated with wound healing.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

While reducing the present invention to practice, the present inventors uncovered that adipocytes are closely associated with migrating keratinocytes at the skin wound gap during an early stage of the healing process, indicating that adipocytes, adipocyte modulators and adipokines are involved in, and hence influence the healing process of a damaged skin or skin wounds.

It has further been found by the present inventors that the healing process of a damaged skin and skin wounds can be effectively promoted by administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area an adipokine, an adipocyte modulator or a predopcyte modulator.

Hence, the present invention provides, in one aspect, a method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound, the method comprising administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area a therapeutically effective amount of an agent selected from the group consisting of an adipokine, an adipocyte modulator, and a adipocyte modulator, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound, the method comprising implanting onto the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area a therapeutically effective amount of adipocytes, adipocytes or stem cells, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound, the method comprising administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area a therapeutically effective amount of a viral vector comprising a polynucleotide coding for an adipokine, thus transforming said skin cells to express and secrete said adipokine, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

According to features in preferred embodiments of the invention described below, the wound is selected from the group consisting of an ulcer, a diabetes related wound, a burn, a sun burn, an aging skin wound, a corneal ulceration wound, an inflammatory gastrointestinal tract disease wound, a bowel inflammatory disease wound, a Crohn's disease wound, an ulcerative colitis, a hemorrhoid, an epidermolysis bullosa wound, a skin blistering wound, a psoriasis wound, seborrheic dermatitis wound, an animal skin wound, a proud flesh wound, an animal diabetic wound, a retinopathy wound, an oral wound (mucositis), a vaginal mucositis wound, a gum disease wound, a laceration, a surgical incision wound and a post surgical adhesions wound.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the ulcer is a diabetic ulcer, a pressure ulcer, a venous ulcer, a gastric ulcer and an HIV related ulcer.

The present invention successfully addresses the shortcomings of the presently known configurations by providing new therapeutics to treat damaged skin or skin wounds.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

The invention is herein described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings. With specific reference now to the drawings in detail, it is stressed that the particulars shown are by way of example and for purposes of illustrative discussion of the preferred embodiments of the present invention only, and are presented in the cause of providing what is believed to be the most useful and readily understood description of the principles and conceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, no attempt is made to show structural details of the invention in more detail than is necessary for a fundamental understanding of the invention, the description taken with the drawings making apparent to those skilled in the art how the several forms of the invention may be embodied in practice.

FIG. 1 illustrates the effect of insulin on adipocytes recruitment and epidermal cells migration at the wound area. Full thickness wounds were efected on the back of C57BL mice by incision. The wounds were treated daily with topical application of healing-inducing insulin (1 μM) for six days, then the mice were sacrificed and their wounds analyzed for epidermal cells migration and adipocytes recruitment. Epidermal cell migration was determined by K14 antibody staining and was considered positive if the wound was stained positive across the entire wound gap. Adipocytes recruitment was determined by H&E staining and was considered positive if adipocytes were detected inside the granulation tissue. The dark bars represent the insulin treatment and the light bars represent the buffer-treated control. The results are presented as percent of closed (positive) wounds and each bar represents the mean of six replications±standard error.

FIG. 2 is a histochemical micrograph illustrating the association of adipocytes with promotion of the wound healing process. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision. The mice were sacrificed seven days after wounding, then sectioned and stained with K14 antibody to highlight migrating epidermal cells. The micrographs show that recrutited adipocytes are present at the wound gap in abundance during an early stage of the wound healing process. Magnification x100.

FIG. 3 illustrates the effect of a PPARγ antagonist (GW9662) on primary keratinocytes migration in vitro. Cultured keratinocytes were wounded (utilizing a 200 μm tip) and either untreated (control), or treated with 2 μM GW9662. The keratinocytes migration was observed under a light microscope. The upper panels show micrographs of pre-treated (Day 0) cultures, and the bottom left and panels show the resulting control and treated cultures, respectively (Day 2). The blue lines mark the edges of migrating keratinocytes and the arrows point out the enhanced migration of GW9662 treated cultures, as compared with the untreated control.

FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating the effects of a PPARγ antagonist (GW9662) and adipin on wound healing in vivo. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision and the wounds were then measured (Day 0). The wounds were treated daily with topical application of PBS (control), adipin 1 μM, or GW9662 2 μM for six days. Mice were then sacrificed and their wound areas were mca-
sured (Day 6). The portion of the wound area contracted after six days from the initial wound area was calculated (% wound contraction) for each treatment. The graph shows that both GW9662 and adipin promoted a substantial wound contraction, as compared with the buffer-treated control.

**[0025]** FIG. 5 is a morphological analysis illustrating the effects of a PPARγ antagonist (GW9662) and adipin on wound closure in vivo. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision. The wounds were treated daily, for six days, with topical application of PBS (control), adipin 1 μM, or GW9662 2 μM. The mice were then sacrificed, their wounds were fixed with paraformaldehyde and observed under a binocular microscope at ×5 magnification. The micrograph shows that the areas of wounds which were treated with GW9662, or with adipin, are substantially smaller than the wound area of the buffer control.

**[0026]** FIG. 6 illustrates the effect of adipin on epidermal cell migration and wound closure. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision. The wounds were treated daily with topical application of either PBS (control) or adipin 1 μM for seven days, then sacrificed, sectioned and analyzed for epidermal closure and migration by Ki14 antibody staining. Epidermal closure was considered positive if the wound area was closed positive through the entire wound gap. Epidermal migration was considered positive if both wound edges were stained positive indicating progression across the wound gap rather than confined to the dermal walls. The bar graph shows that both epidermal closure and epidermal migration were markedly enhanced by adipin. Each bar represents the mean of six replications.

**[0027]** FIG. 7 is a histochemical micrograph illustrating the effects of a PPARγ antagonist (GW9662) and adipin on epidermal migration and wound contraction. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision and were treated daily, for 6 days, with PBS (control), adipin (1 μM) or GW9662 (2 μM). The treated mice were sacrificed six days after wounding. Histochemical wound sections were performed, stained with H&E (upper panel) or with Ki14 antibody (lower panel), and observed under a light microscope at ×50 magnification. The contraction was considered positive if both dermal wound sides (marked by black lines) could be observed in a single field. The open wound area in the untreated control (right) was too large to be contained in a single field. A similar result was obtained for dermal contraction, while the adipin treated (left) and the GW9662 treated wounds (center) show positive dermal contraction. In addition, it is clearly observed that the epithelium in the adipin treated and GW9662 treated groups is migrating towards covering the wound gap (K14 lower panels), whereas in the controls the epidermis is confined to the wound edges.

**[0028]** FIG. 8 illustrates the effect of a PPARγ agonist (troglitazone) on primary keratinocytes migration in vitro. Cultured keratinocytes were wounded (utilizing a 200 μm tip) and either untreated (control), or treated with 100 μM troglitazone, and their migration was observed under a light microscope. The upper panels (Time 0) show micrographs of pre-treated cultures, and the bottom left and right panels show the resulting control and treated cultures, respectively (within 48 hours). The lines mark the edges of cultured keratinocytes and indicate a substantially inhibited migration of cultured keratinocytes treated with troglitazone, as compared with the untreated control.

**[0029]** FIG. 9 is a morphological analysis illustrating the effects of insulin and a PPARγ agonist (troglitazone) on wound closure in vivo. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision and were treated daily, for 6 days, with topical application of PBS (control), insulin (10 nM), troglitazone (100 μM), or troglitazone (100 μM) + insulin (10 nM) combined. The mice were then sacrificed, their wounds were fixed with paraformaldehyde and observed under a binocular microscope at ×5 magnification. The micrograph shows that the insulin-treated wound area is substantially smaller than the buffer control, while the troglitazone and the troglitazone-insulin treated wounds are substantially larger than the buffer control.

**[0030]** FIG. 10 illustrates the effect of insulin and a PPARγ agonist (troglitazone) on wound closure incidence. Full thickness wounds were effected on the back of C57BL mice by incision. The wounds were treated daily with topical application of PBS (control), insulin (10 nM), troglitazone (100 μM), or troglitazone (100 μM) + insulin (10 nM) for six days, then sacrificed, sectioned and analyzed for wound closure. The wound closure was determined by K14 and epidermal differentiation by K1 antibody staining. Wounds were considered positive if the wound area was stained positive throughout the entire wound gap. Each bar represents the mean of six replications.

**[0031]** FIG. 11 shows the effect of various adipokines on keratinocytes migration in vitro. Primary keratinocytes were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated (control) or treated daily with insulin (0.1 unit/ml equivalent to 1 μM), hIL-4 (2 ng/ml), hIL-6 (0.2 ng/ml), leptin (4 μg/ml) or apelin (0.02 ng/ml and 0.2 μg/ml). Photo documentation was performed utilizing a light microscope at 0, 24 and 48 hrs post treatment. Magnification ×100.

**[0032]** FIG. 12 shows the effect of various adipokines on matrix wound healing in vitro. Primary skin fibroblasts were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml), hIL-8 (5 ng/ml), hIL-1 (0.2 ng/ml), hIL-4 (2 ng/ml), apelin (0.2 μg/ml) or adiponectin (1 μg/ml), and collected after 24 hrs. Photo documentation was performed utilizing a light microscope at 0 and 24 hrs post treatment. Magnification ×100.

**[0033]** FIG. 13 shows the effect of visfatin on wound healing in vitro. Primary keratinocytes were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated or treated with visfatin (0.1 μg/ml or 0.01 μg/ml) for up to 48 hrs. Photo documentation was performed utilizing a light microscope at day 0 and 48 hrs post treatment. Magnification ×100.

**[0034]** FIG. 14 shows the effect of visfatin on primary keratinocyte proliferation. Primary keratinocytes were isolated and plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence. Next, cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml), visfatin (0.01 μg/ml or 0.1 μg/ml), 24 hrs post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for PCNA expression by western blot analysis.

**[0035]** FIG. 15 shows the effect of visfatin on primary keratinocyte proliferation. Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 6 well tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence.
Next, cells were either non-treated or treated with visfatin (0.1 µg/ml or 0.01 µg/ml) for 24 hrs and pulsed with [3H] thymidine (1 µCi/ml) for 1 hour. After incubation, cells were washed 3 times with PBS and 5% TCA was added into each well for 1 hour. The solution was then removed and cells were stabilized in 1M NaOH. The labeled thymidine incorporated into the cells was counted in a 1H-window of a Tri carb liquid scintillation counter.

**[0036]** FIG. 16 shows the effect of visfatin on primary keratinocytes differentiation. Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence. Next, cells were either non-treated or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml 1 µM) or visfatin (0.01 µg/ml or 0.1 µg/ml). 24 hrs post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for Keratin 1 (K1) expression by western blot analysis.

**[0037]** FIG. 17 shows the effect of visfatin on primary keratinocytes differentiation. Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until reaching 80% confluence. Next, cells were either non-treated or treated with visfatin (0.01 µg/ml or 0.1 µg/ml). Terminal differentiation was induced by adding Ca²⁺ to the medium 6 hrs post treatment. M—0.12 mM, L—no added calcium. 24 hours post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for filaggrin expression by western blot analysis.

**[0038]** FIG. 18 shows the effects of visfatin on matrix wound healing in vitro. Primary fibroblasts were isolated and plated on 6 cm non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 µm tip. Cells were either non-treated or treated with either visfatin (0.01 µg/ml) or insulin (0.1 unit/ml); and collected after 24 hrs. Photo documentation was performed utilizing a light microscope at day 0 and 24 hrs post treatment. Magnification ×100.

**[0039]** FIG. 19 shows the effect of adipokines on wound healing in vivo. Slide sections represent the widest area of the wound, subjected to H&E (upper panel) and Masson Trichrome (lower panel) histochemical staining. Epidermis is stained deep-purple (H&E) or red (Trichrome) and underlined by yellow dotted line. Dermis is stained pink in the H&E panel and stained blue in the Trichrome panel due to major presence of collagen fibers.

**[0040]** FIG. 20 shows the effect of adipocytes and adipokines on wound healing. Full thickness wounds were performed on 8-10 week old C57BL mice. Wounds were treated daily, for 5 days, with either PBS (control), adipokines collected from the secretion of visceral human primary preadipocytes, adipokines collected from the secretion of subcutaneous (S.C) human primary preadipocytes, homogenized cell extract from human subcutaneous layer or homogenized cell extract from human liposuction. Morphological assessment was performed daily utilizing photo documentation. Pictures represent average wound size in mice from each treatment group 5 days post wounding.

**[0041]** FIG. 21 shows the effect of adipocytes and adipokines on human skin wound healing in the CAM ex-vivo model system. Skin biopsies were obtained from human abdomen with the underlying hypodermis layer. The skin was sectioned into circular pieces of 1.5 cm diameter, 1 cm explants and grafted on 8-9 old fertilized eggs. Wounds were performed utilizing a 6 mm punch prior to grafting. Wounds were treated daily, for 5 days, with 20 µl of either PBS (control), adipokines collected from the secretion of visceral human primary preadipocytes, adipokines collected from the secretion of subcutaneous (S.C) human primary preadipocytes, homogenized autologous cell extract from subcutaneous layer or homogenized autologous cell extract from liposuction. Pictures represent experiments of full thickness (control and adipokines treatments) or partial thickness (adipocyte homogenates). Morphological assessment was performed daily utilizing photo documentation under binocular microscope—actual size.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

**[0042]** The present invention is of methods and pharmaceutical compositions for inducing or accelerating the healing process of a damaged skin or skin wounds. More particularly, the present invention utilizes bioactive molecules secreted by adipocytes (adipokines), adipocytes and preadipocytes attractants, adipocytes and preadipocyte modulators, as well as adipocytes and cells capable of differentiating into adipocytes such as preadipocytes and stem cells, for accelerating the healing process of a damaged skin or skin wounds.

**[0043]** Before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and the arrangement of the components set forth in the following description or exemplified in the Examples section. The invention is capable of other embodiments or of being practiced or carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein is for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.

**[0044]** Adult skin consists of several layers including: a keratinized stratified epidermis, an underlying thick layer of collagen-rich dermal connective tissue providing support and nourishment, and a subcutaneous adipose tissue. Skin serves as the protective barrier against the outside world. Therefore, any injury or break in the skin must be rapidly and efficiently mended. As described in the Background section hereinabove, the first stage of skin repair is achieved by formation of the clot that plugs the initial wound. Thereafter, inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and capillaries invade the wound bed to form a granulation tissue. The following stages involve re-epithelialization of the wound, where basal keratinocytes have to lose their hemidesmosomal contacts and migrate into the granulation tissue to cover the wound. Following keratinocyte migration, keratinocytes enter a proliferative boost, which allows replacement of cells lost during wound formation. After the wound is covered by a monolayer of keratinocytes (i.e., epidermal closure) new stratified epidermis is formed and the new basement membrane is reestablished (Weinstein, 1998; Singer and Clark, 1999; Whitby and Ferguson, 1991; Kiritsy et al., 1993).

**[0045]** While conducting experiments in wound healing research, the inventors of the present invention unexpectedly uncovered that adipocytes are closely associated with migrating keratinocytes at the wound area, during an early stage of the wound healing process. Accordingly, Example 1 hereinbelow illustrates that the appearance of migrating keratinocytes at the wound gap was directly correlated with appearance of recruited adipocytes at the same area. Moreover, insulin treated wounds recruited more adipocytes to the wound gap, and subsequently healed faster, than control, untreated wounds. This newly uncovered close association of adipocytes and migrating keratinocytes at healing wounds,
coupled with the direct correlation observed between recruited adipocytes incidence and wound healing efficiency, indicate that adipocytes, adipocyte modulators and adipocyte products (adipokines) are involved in, and hence may be used to influence, the wound healing process.

Adipocytes secrete a number of bioactive molecules, known as adipokines, which play a role in the maintenance of energy homeostasis by regulating insulin secretion, insulin action, glucose and lipid metabolism, energy balance, inflammation, and reproduction.

However, the possible involvement of adipocyte-secreted bioactive molecules in wound healing has not been taught nor suggested by the prior art.

Based on the initial findings described above, and while further reducing the present invention to practice, the inventors of the present invention anticipated and thereafter uncovered that an exemplary adipokine, adipsin, which was chosen out of the list of known adipokines, substantially accelerated keratinocytes migration in vitro and effectively promoted healing of skin wounds in vivo (see Example 3 herein). Further experiments uncovered that other adipokines such as adipin, apelin and IL-4, also substantially accelerated keratinocytes migration in vitro, while positive albeit less significant effects were obtained with the adipokines IL-6, leptin and visfatin, as illustrated in Examples 3, 4 and 6 hereinafter. In addition, IL-1, apelin, adiponectin, visfatin and to a lesser extent also IL-18, promoted fibroblast migration in vitro, as illustrated in Examples 5 and 6 hereinafter.

Furthermore, both adipin and adiponectin, found to substantially enhance both keratinocytes and fibroblast migration, were further found to significantly promote wound healing in vivo, as illustrated in Examples 3 and 7 hereinafter. Visfatin, that was found to enhance keratinocytes migration in vitro, was further found to attract adipocytes to the wound side and to reduce inflammation in vivo, indicating that it may be beneficial in late wound healing stages (see Example 7 hereinafter).

The inventors of the present invention further uncovered that adipocytes and adipokines derived factors, as well as homogenate of adipocytes or adipokines from the subcutaneous or visceral organs, promoted wound closure in vivo, as illustrated in Example 8 hereinafter. These results were further supported by experiments with human skin wounds utilizing the chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) ex vivo model system, which provides a unique experimental design for testing the efficacy of selected agents on human wounds. As illustrated in Example 9 hereinafter, efficient wound healing was observed in human wounds treated with adipokines extracted from preadipocytes and/or autologous cell homogenates, exemplifying the importance of adipocytes and adipocyte derived factors in the promotion of wound healing.

Thus, according to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound, comprising administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area a therapeutically effective amount of an agent selected from the group consisting of an adipokine, an adipocyte or preadipocyte modulator, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

To facilitate understanding of the invention set forth in the disclosure that follows, a number of terms are defined herein.

The term “wound” used herein refers broadly to injuries to the skin and subcutaneous tissue initiated in any one of a variety of ways (e.g., pressure sores from extended bed rest, wounds induced by trauma, cuts, ulcers, burns and the like) and with varying characteristics. Wounds are typically classified into one of four grades depending on the depth of the wound: (i) Grade I: wounds limited to the epithelium; (ii) Grade II: wounds extending into the dermis; (iii) Grade III: wounds extending into the subcutaneous tissue; and (iv) Grade IV (or full-thickness wounds): wounds wherein bones are exposed (e.g., a bony pressure point such as the greater trochanter or the sacrum).

The term “partial thickness wound” used herein refers to wounds that encompass Grades I-III; examples of partial thickness wounds include burn wounds, pressure sores, venous stasis ulcers, and diabetic ulcers.

The term “deep wound” used herein is meant to include both Grade III and Grade IV wounds.

The term “chronic wound” used herein refers to a wound that exhibits impaired healing parameters interfering with the physiological sequence of events. These wounds tend to prolong and/or halt healing time course, subjecting the wounds to further complications such as recurrent infections and necrosis.

The term “skin wound” as used herein refers to any type of epithelial wound including, but not limited to, an ulcer such as a diabetic ulcer, a pressure ulcer, a venous ulcer, a gastric ulcer and an HIV-related ulcer, a diabetes-related wound, a burn, a sun burn, an aging skin wound, a cornal ulceration wound, an inflammatory gastrointestinal tract disease wound, a bowel inflammatory disease wound, a Crohn’s disease wound, an ulcerative colitis, a hemorrhoid, an epidermolysis bulosa, a skin blistering wound, a psoriasis wound, an animal skin wound, a proud flesh wound, an animal diabetic wound, a retinopathy wound, an oral wound (mucositis), a vaginal mucositis wound, a gum disease wound, a laceration, a surgical incision wound and a post surgical adhesions wound.

The term “skin damage” as used herein refers to any type of skin damage or condition such as, for example, wrinkles (e.g., ultraviolet irradiation-induced wrinkles), skin lines, crevices, bumps, large pores (e.g., associated with adnexal structures such as sweat gland ducts, sebaceous glands, or hair follicles), or unevenness or roughness, loss of skin elasticity (loss and/or inactivation of functional skin elastin), sagging (including puffiness in the eye area and jowls), loss of skin firmness, loss of skin tightness, loss of skin recoil from deformation, discoloration (including undereye circles), blotching, sallowness, hyperpigmented skin regions such as age spots and freckles, keratoses, abnormal differentiation, hyperkeratinization, elastosis, collagen breakdown, and other histological changes in the stratum corneum, dermis, epidermis, the skin vascular system (e.g., telangiectasia or spider vessels), and underlying tissues, especially those proximate to the skin.

The present invention contemplates treating all wound types and of all grades, including deep wounds and chronic wounds, as well as skin damage.

The term “healing” in respect to a wound or skin damage refers to a process to repair a wound, or to repair the skin damage.

The phrase “inducing or accelerating a healing process of a skin wound or skin damage” refers to either the induction of the formation of granulation tissue of wound
contraction and/or the induction of repithelialization (i.e., the generation of new cells in the epithelium). Wound healing is conveniently measured by decreasing wound area.

The term “adipokine” as used herein refers to any bioactive molecule which is secreted by adipocytes in vivo or in vitro, including, but not limited to, adipocyte-secreted enzymes, growth factors, cytokines and hormones. Preferably, the adipokine of the present invention is selected from the group consisting of complement factors D (adipin), C3 and B, adiponectin (Acrp30), adipin, visfatin, resistin, leptin, lipoprotein lipase (LPL), plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), tumor neerosis factor α (TNF-α), II-1β, II-4, II-6, IL-8, angiotensin I-IV (angiotensin IV is an active angiotensin II fragment) and cyclooxygenases thereof, angiotensinogen, 1-butyrylglycerol (monobutryrin), matrix metalloproteinases 2, matrix metalloproteinases 9 and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Preferably the adipokine is adipin or adiponectin.

As has been found in accordance with the present invention, the healing process of a damaged skin or skin wounds may also be induced or accelerated by administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound an adipocyte modulator.

The phrase “adipocyte modulator” as used herein refers to any molecule capable of modulating expression and/or secretion of an adipokine from adipocytes, as well as to any molecule capable of modulating adipokines differentiation; enhancing adipocytes proliferation; promoting adipocytes migration; or attracting adipocytes to the wound gap.

Adipocytes are differentiated from preadipocytes in a process known as adipogenesis. In culture, adipogenesis is fully dependent on insulin, dexamethasone and isobutylmethylxanthine, stressing the involvement of insulin, glucocorticoid and cAMP pathways.

While many signaling and biochemical pathways play an imperative role in this process, most of the known changes that occur during adipogenesis are at the gene transcription level. The key transcriptional factors involved in the adipogenic process include proteins belonging to the CCAAT/enhancer binding protein family, adipocyte determination and differentiation dependent factor 1 (also known as sterol regulatory element-binding protein 1), and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPARγ) (Rangwala and Lazar, 2000).

The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) comprise three types: PPARγ, PPARβ and PPARα. They are ligand-inducible nuclear receptors that directly modulate gene activity by binding to defined nucleotide sequences in the promoter region of target genes. PPARγ plays a crucial role in the terminal differentiation by transactivation of adipocyte-specific genes. Recent results suggest a cross talk between PPARs and the cholesterol metabolism pathway in the epidermis. All PPAR isoforms are expressed in embryonic and mature skin. PPARγ expression dramatically increases at the late stages of fetal maturation. In postnatais, as well as in adult skin, the expression of PPARγ is decreased. An important role has been suggested for PPARγ and PPARα in keratinocyte differentiation during epidermis formation (Wahl, 2002). It has been also demonstrated that PPARβ and PPARα are up-regulated at the edges of wounded skin and that null mice of these isoforms are wound healing impaired (Michalnik et al., 2001). Yet, the involvement of PPARγ in the wound healing process has not been described nor suggested in the prior art.

U.S. Pat. No. 6,403,656 describes the use of PPARγ activators for treating skin disorders related to an anomaly of the differentiation of epidermal cells. In addition, International Application No. PCT/US99/28101 describes the use of PPARγ activators, such as a prostaglandin J2 or D2, for treating obesity and diabetes. However, none of these disclosures teaches or suggests using PPARγ activators, or inhibitors, for use in healing wounds.

While further reducing the present invention to practice, the inventors of the present invention uncovered that PPARγ activity is inversely related to the wound healing process. Accordingly, Example 2 hereinafter illustrates that administering troglitazone, a PPARγ agonist, inhibited wound contraction. On the other hand, administering GW9662 (2-chloro-5-nitrobenzimidazole), which is a PPARγ antagonist, promoted wound contraction.

Thus, according to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a skin wound, comprising administering to the skin wound a therapeutically effective amount of an agent capable of modulating differentiation of adipocytes, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the skin wound. The agent according to this aspect of the present invention may be any agonist or antagonist of any factor, such as a transcriptional factor which is involved in adipocyte differentiation, including, but not limited to, a protein belonging to the CCAAT/enhancer binding protein family, adipocyte determination and differentiation dependent factor 1, and PPARγ. Preferably, the agent is a PPARγ antagonist, more preferably GW9662.

In addition to adipocytes differentiation modifiers, the wound healing process may be promoted by utilizing other adipocyte modifiers. Thus, according to the teaching of the present invention, a healing process of a skin wound can be induced or accelerated by administering to the skin wound a therapeutically effective amount of an agent which is capable of: (i) modulating expression and/or secretion of an adipokine from adipocytes, (ii) enhancing adipocytes proliferation, (iii) enhancing adipocytes migration, or (iv) attracting adipocytes to the wound or damaged skin area.

An assay readily exercisable by one ordinarily skilled in the relevant art of determining whether a specific agent, e.g., an adipokine or pre/adipocyte modulator, is indeed an inducer or accelerator of a wound healing process, is offered in context of the present invention.

Thus, the capacity of an adipokine or a pre/adipocyte modulator to induce or accelerate a healing process of a skin wound can be determined by administering the adipokine or pre/adipocyte modulator in question to skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area wound and evaluating the treated damaged skin or wounds for keratinocytes migration and/or epidermal closure and/or wound contraction.

Preferably, the skin wound is effected on the backs of a C57BL mouse by incision and treated with one or more applications, each with one or more concentrations of the adipokine or pre/adipocyte modulator.

At a desired time period post wounding, preferably of about 6-7 days, the mouse is sacrificed and wound biopsies are sampled. The wound biopsies are then analyzed for keratinocytes migration across the wound gap and/or for epidermal closure of the wound gap and/or wound contraction, using methods known in the art, but preferably using the procedures described in the Examples section hereinafter.
A significant increase in the incidence of keratinocytes migration and/or epidermal closure and/or wound contraction, over an untreated control, would determine that a tested adipokine or adipocyte modulator is capable of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound.

According to another aspect of the present invention, adipocytes, preferably human, more preferably human autologous adipocytes, are implanted onto the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound, so as to induce or accelerate the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

Adipocytes may be obtained from an adipose tissue of any animal source, preferably from a human donor, most preferably from an autologous human source. The adipose tissue may be sampled from a subcutaneous or perirenal site, preferably subcutaneous, using well recognized protocols such as surgical, suction, liposuction, panniculotomy, or via biopsy. The adipocyte cells are preferably separated from the adipose tissue sample by using enzymes which destroy physical cell contacts (e.g., collagenases), or by using mechanical agitation, sonic or ultrasonic energy and the like. The separated adipocyte can be cultured using suitable tissue culture techniques known in the art such as, for example, described in detail in International Application No. PCT/US00/3623. The cultured adipocytes are allowed to grow until near-confluence is reached, then removed by gentle scraping from the growth medium and implanted onto the wound.

Adipocytes can also be generated from cultured preadipocytes. The term “preadipocyte” as used herein refers to any cell which is capable of differentiating into an adipocyte. Preferably, preadipocytes are human adipocytes, more preferably autologous preadipocytes isolated from the patient’s own adipose or other tissue. The adipose tissue may be sampled from subcutaneous or perirenal sites using well recognized protocols such as surgical, suction, liposuction, panniculotomy, or via biopsy. The preadipocyte cells may be isolated from the sampled tissue by using methods such as described by Rodbell and Krishna (1974). Isolated preadipocytes can be grown, expanded and differentiated into adipocytes in vitro, using methods and procedures such as described by Hauner et al. (1989), Digby et al. (1998), and in International Application No. PCT/US00/2208. The differentiated adipocytes can be harvested from the culture medium using harvesting methods such as described by Freshney (1994) and implanted onto the wound preferably via a grafting chamber such as described in International Application No. PCT/US97/0061. The grafting chamber can be removed from the wound after at least 1 day, preferably after at least 1 week subsequent to the implantation of the adipocytes. Optionally, prior to their implantation, the adipocytes are exposed to an adipocyte modulator, such as, without limitation, a PPAR-γ antagonist, preferably GW9662.

Thus, according to another aspect of the present invention, preadipocytes are implanted onto the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound, so as to induce or accelerate the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

The preadipocytes can be isolated, grown and expanded in vitro, using the methods and procedures such as described for adipocytes hereinabove, but omitting the differentiation step. The non-differentiated preadipocytes are harvested from the culture medium and implanted onto the wound using procedures such as described for adipocytes hereinabove. Optionally, prior to their implantation, the preadipocytes are exposed to a preadipocyte modulator, such as, without limitation, a PPAR-γ antagonist, preferably GW9662.

The term “preadipocytes modulator” as used herein refers to any molecule capable of enhancing differentiation of preadipocytes to adipocytes by adipogenesis as described hereinabove. Preadipocyte modulators may be, without limitation, major transcriptional regulators such as adipocyte determination and differentiation factor-1 (ADD1)/sterol regulatory element binding protein 1 (SREBP-1), members of the CCAAT/enhancer binding proteins (C/EBPs) and a PPAR-γ antagonist, preferably GW9662.

Preadipocytes and/or preadipocytes can also be generated from cultured stem cells. The phrase “stem cells” as used herein refers to embryonic or adult cells which are not terminally differentiated, which can divide without limit, and divide to yield cells that are either stem cells or which irreversibly differentiate to yield a new type of cell such as a preadipocyte or an adipocyte.

Isolation and ex vivo expansion of stem cells can be performed using methods well known in the art. For example, Van Epps et al. (1994) and Emerson (1996) describe procedures for isolation and human hematopoietic stem cells from bone marrow, peripheral blood or a neonatal umbilical cord blood, and their expansion in culture. Human embryonic stem cells (hESC) can be prepared from human blastocyst cells, obtained from human in vivo preimplantation embryos, or in vitro fertilized embryos, using methods such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,843,780 and by Reubinoff et al. (2000). Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) can be isolated and expanded using methods such as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,197,985, 5,486,359 and 6,214,369. The hMSC are found in bone marrow, blood, dermis and peristem which are capable of differentiating into any of the specific types of mesenchymal tissues, such as an adipose tissue.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, stem cells can be implanted directly onto the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound and allowed for differentiation into adipocytes in vivo, with or without the co-administration of factors facilitating such differentiation. Alternatively, the stem cells can be differentiated into preadipocytes or adipocytes ex vivo and then implanted onto the damaged skin or skin wound.

Cultured hMSC can be induced for adipogenic differentiation, using methods such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,322,784. Accordingly, adipocytes can be generated from primary hMSC by exposing the stem cells to a glucocorticoid and a compound capable of upregulating cAMP production, such as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, or by inhibiting degradation of cAMP. The adipocytes or preadipocytes generated from stem cells are subsequently harvested and implanted onto wounds using procedures such as described above, so as to induce or accelerate the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wounds.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area are transformed to express and secrete an adipokine, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound.

The skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound may be of any cell type which is involved in the wound healing process, such as keratinocytes, fibroblasts, adipocytes or preadipocytes. The cells can be transformed by a poly-
nucleotide encoding an adipokine as defined hereinbefore. Alternatively, the cells can be transformed by a nucleotide encoding a polypeptide capable of an adipokine activity, such as the nucleotide encoding adipin/complement D activity described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,223,425.

[0089] The suitable polynucleotide can be introduced into cells by any one of variety of known methods within the art. Such methods are generally described in Sambrook et al., (1989, 1992), Ausubel et al., (1989), Chang et al., (1985), Vega et al., (1995), Rodriguez and Denhardt (1988) and Gibbon et al., (1986), and include, for example, stable or transient transfection, lipofection, electroporation and infection with recombinant viral vectors. U.S. Pat. No. 4,866,642 discloses a list of vectors involving the central nervous system, and U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,464,764 and 5,487,992 describe positive-negative selection methods for inducing homologous recombination.

[0900] A preferred approach for introducing a polynucleotide encoding an adipokine into wound cells is by using a viral vector. Viral vectors offer several advantages including higher efficiency of transformation, and targeting to, and propagation in, specific cell types. Viral vectors can also be modified with specific receptors or ligands to alter target specificity through specific cell receptors, such as cancer cell receptors.

[0901] Retroviral vectors represent one class of vectors suitable for use with the present invention. Defective retroviruses are routinely used in transfer of genes into mammalian cells (Miller, 1990). A recombinant retrovirus including an adipokine encoding polynucleotide can be constructed using well-defined molecular techniques. Portions of the retroviral genome can be removed to render the retrovirus replication defective and the replication defective retrovirus can then be packaged into virions, which can be used to infect target cells through the use of a helper virus and while employing standard techniques. Protocols for producing recombinant retroviruses and for infecting cells in vitro or in vivo with such viruses can be found, for example, in Ausubel et al., (1989). Retroviruses have been used to introduce a variety of genes into many different cell types, including epithelial cells, endothelial cells, lymphocytes, myoblasts, hepatocytes and bone marrow cells.

[0902] Another suitable expression vector may be an adenovirus vector. The adenovirus is an extensively studied and routinely used gene transfer vector. Key advantages of an adenovirus vector include relatively high transduction efficiency of dividing and quiescent cells, natural tropism to a wide range of epithelial tissues and easy production of high titers (Russel, 2000). The adenovirus DNA is transported to the nucleus, but does not integrate thereinto. Thus the risk of mutagenesis with adenoviral vectors is minimized, while short term expression is particularly suitable for treating cancer cells, such as multidrug resistant cancer cells. Adenoviral vectors used in experimental cancer treatments are described by Seth et al., (1999).

[0903] Features that limit expression to particular cell types can also be included. Such features include, for example, promoter and regulatory elements that are specific for the desired cell type. The viral vector may also include a nucleotide sequence encoding a signal for secretion of the antibody fragment to the outside of the cell. Secretion signals generally contain a short sequence (7-20 residues) of hydrophobic amino acids. Secretion signals suitable for use in the present invention are widely available and are well known in the art (see, for example, Von Heijne, 1985, and Lej et al., 1987).

[0904] The recombinant vector can be administered in several ways. If viral vectors are used, the procedure can take advantage of their target specificity and consequent, such vectors do not have to be administered locally. However, local administration, for example, subcutaneous injection to the proximal wound area, can provide a quicker and more effective treatment. Following injection, the viral vectors will circulate until they recognize host cells with appropriate target specificity for infection.

[0905] According to one aspect of the present invention, an adipokine or an adipocyte modulator can be used in therapy per se or as an active ingredient of a pharmaceutical composition adapted for topical or subcutaneous application.

[0906] According to another aspect of the present invention, adipocyte, adiposecytes or stem cells can be used in therapy per se or as an active ingredient of a pharmaceutical composition adapted for implantation onto skin cells.

[0907] According to a further aspect of the present invention, viral vector comprising a polynucleotide coding for an adipokine can be used in therapy per se or as an active ingredient of a pharmaceutical composition adapted for local, particularly subcutaneous, administration.

[0908] As used herein, the phrase “pharmaceutical composition” refers to a preparation of one or more of the active ingredients described herein with other chemical components such as physiologically suitable carriers and excipients. The purpose of a pharmaceutical composition is to facilitate administration of a compound to an organism.

[0909] Hereinafter, the phrases “physiologically acceptable carrier” and “physically acceptable carrier” which may be interchangeably used refer to a carrier or a diluent that does not cause significant irritation to an organism and does not abrogate the biological activity and properties of an administered active ingredient. An adjuvant is included under these phrases.

[0910] The term “excipient” as used herein refers to an inert substance added to a pharmaceutical composition to further facilitate administration of an active ingredient. Examples, without limitation, of excipients include calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, various sugars and types of starch, cellulose derivatives, gelatin, vegetable oils and polyethylene glycols.

[0911] Techniques for formulation and administration of drugs may be found in “Remington’s Pharmaceutical Sciences,” Mack Publishing Co., Easton, Pa., latest edition, which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0912] Pharmaceutical compositions of the present invention may be manufactured by processes well known in the art, e.g., by means of conventional mixing, dissolving, granulating, dragee-making, levigating, emulsifying, encapsulating, entrapping and/or lyophilizing processes.

[0913] Pharmaceutical compositions for use in accordance with the present invention thus may be formulated in conventional manner using one or more physiologically acceptable carriers comprising excipients and auxiliaries, which facilitate processing of the active ingredients into preparations which can be used pharmaceutically.

[0914] According to the present invention, the pharmaceutically acceptable carrier is suitable for topical application and can be, for example, but is not limited to, a gel, a cream, a paste, a lotion, a spray, a suspension, a powder, a dispersion, a salve and an ointment, as is further detailed hereinafter. Solid supports can also be used for prolonged release of the active ingredient into the wound.
Pharmaceutical compositions suitable for use in context of the present invention include compositions wherein the active ingredients are contained in an amount effective to achieve the intended purpose. More specifically, a therapeutically effective amount means an amount of active ingredients effective to induce or accelerate wound healing.

Determination of a therapeutically effective amount is well within the capability of those skilled in the art, especially in light of the detailed disclosure provided herein, the assay disclosed herein and the Examples section that follows.

For any preparation used in the methods of the invention, the therapeutically effective amount or dose can be estimated initially from a skin wound assay using experimental animals, as well as ex vivo implantation of human skin on the CAM as described hereinabove. Such information can be used to more accurately determine useful doses in humans.

Toxicity and therapeutic efficacy of the active ingredients described herein can be determined by standard pharmaceutical procedures in vitro, in cell cultures, ex vivo, skin implants on the CAM or experimental animals. The data obtained from these in vitro and cell culture assays, ex vivo and animal studies can be used in formulating a range of dosage for use in human. The dosage may vary depending upon the dosage form employed and the route of administration utilized. The exact formulation, route of administration and dosage can be chosen by the individual physician in view of the patient’s condition (See, e.g., Fingl et al., 1975).

Dose amount and interval may be adjusted individually to levels of the active ingredient which are sufficient to, for example, induce wound healing (minimal effective concentration, MEC). The MEC will vary for each preparation, but can be estimated from in vitro data. Dosages necessary to achieve the MEC will depend on individual characteristics and route of administration.

Depending on the severity and responsiveness of the wound to be treated, dosing can be of a single or a plurality of administrations, with course of treatment lasting from several days to several weeks or until diminution of wound is achieved.

The amount of a composition to be administered will, of course, be dependent on the subject being treated, the severity of the affliction, the manner of administration, the judgment of the prescribing physician, etc.

Compositions of the present invention may, if desired, be presented in a pack or dispenser device, such as an FDA approved kit, which may contain one or more unit dosage forms containing the active ingredients. The pack may, for example, comprise metal or plastic foil formed into a tube for dispensing formulations for topical administration. The pack or dispenser device may be accompanied by instructions for administration. The pack or dispenser may also be accompanied by a notice associated with the container in a form prescribed by a governmental agency regulating the manufacture, use or sale of pharmaceuticals, which notice is reflective of approval by the agency of the form of the compositions or human or veterinary administration. Such notice, for example, may be of labeling approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for prescription drugs or of an approved product insert. Compositions comprising a preparation of the invention formulated in a compatible pharmaceutical carrier may also be prepared, placed in an appropriate container, and labeled for treatment of an indicated condition, as if further detailed above.

It will be appreciated that the preferred mode of administration of the active ingredients of the present invention is topical—local administration, yet systemic administration, via acceptable administration routes, such as oral, intramuscular, intravenous, subcutaneous, transdermal, peritoneal, and the like using suitable formulations, as is well known in the art are not excluded.

Thus, the present invention provides novel methods and compositions for use in treatment of wounds by utilizing adipocytes, cells which can differentiate into adipocytes, adipocyte modulators and molecules secreted by adipocytes, for inducing or accelerating healing of wounds safely and effectively.

Additional objects, advantages, and novel features of the present invention will become apparent to one ordinarily skilled in the art upon examination of the following examples, which are not intended to be limiting. Additionally, each of the various embodiments and aspects of the present invention as delineated hereinabove and as claimed in the claims section below finds experimental support in the following examples. All the US patents and other publications cited in the specification are herein incorporated by reference in their entirety as if fully disclosed herein.

EXAMPLES

Reference is now made to the following examples, which together with the above descriptions, illustrate the invention in a non limiting fashion.

ogy” Vol. 1-317, Academic Press; “PCR Protocols: A Guide To Methods And Applications”, Academic Press, San Diego, Calif. (1990); Marshak et al., “Strategies for Protein Purification and Characterization—A Laboratory Course Manual” CSHL Press (1996); all of which are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Other general references are provided throughout this document. The procedures therein are believed to be well known in the art and are provided for the convenience of the reader. All the information contained therein is incorporated herein by reference.

Materials and Methods

(i) Materials.

All standard chemicals were from (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), Paraplast Embedding Medium was also purchased from Sigma. Anti keratin 14 antibody and anti keratin 1 polyclonal antibody were purchase from Bacto-Covance (Richmond, Calif. USA), Biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibody and streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were purchased from ZYMED Laboratories Inc. (San Francisco, Calif. USA). GW9662 was purchased from Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor Mich. USA). Adipsin (complementing factor D) was purchased from Calbiochem (San Diego Calif. USA). Hematoxylin was purchased from DAKO corp. (Carpinteria Calif. USA) eosin was purchased from ICN Biomedicals Inc. (Aurora Ohio USA) and entellan was purchased from MERCK (Darmstadt Germany).

(ii) Isolation and Culture of Murine Keratinocytes.

Primary keratinocytes were isolated from newborn skin as described in reference 18. Keratinocytes were cultured in Eagle’s Minimal Essential Medium (EMEM) containing 8% Chelex (Chelex-100, BioRad) treated fetal bovine serum. To maintain a proliferative basal cell phenotype, the final Ca²⁺ concentration was adjusted to 0.05 mM. Experiments were performed five to seven days after plating.

(Keratinocytes Migration Assay.

Primary mouse keratinocytes were untreated or treated with PPARγ antagonist GW9662 (μM) or PPARγ agonist troglitazone (μM). Wound Scratch Assay was performed 24 hours following treatment, and representative fields were photographed immediately after the wounding (Day 0) and 48 hours later (Day 2). The average of wound closure represented as percentage in comparison to the initial width of the wound scratch (% of wound closure).

(iv) Wound Healing Assay.

Full thickness wounds were effected on backs of C57BL mice by 20 mm incision and were treated daily, for 6 days, with various agents. The mice were sacrificed six days after wounding. Wound biopsies were sampled, processed and analyzed morphologically and/or histochemically and/or immunohistochemically for various wound healing parameters, i.e., wound contraction, adipocytes migration and differentiation, epidermal migration, and epidermal closure.

(v) Wound Contraction Analysis.

The wound area was measured and compared to untreated control wounds; and wound contraction was calculated as the percent reduction of the wound area.

(vi) Preparation of Paraffin Embedded Wound Sections.

Wound biopsies were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde then dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol (50-100%). The dehydrated preparations were immersed first in xylene; then paraffin and xylene 1:1 solution; then in pure melted paraffin (60° C.). The paraffin blocks were then sectioned by a microtome and the sections were mounted on Super Frost™ slides.

(iii) H&E staining.

Paraffin embedded wound-section slides were incubated at 60° C. for 60 minutes and were de-paraffinized by washing the slides twice with toluene (100%) for 10 minutes, then rehydrated in decreasing concentration of ethanol (100-50%) for 5 minutes each. The slides were stained with hematoxylin (ready to use solution) for 10 minutes, rinsed with water, stained with eosin (0.5% in DDW) for 5 minutes, and then washed with 70% ethanol by 2 quick immersions. Thereafter, the slides were dehydrated by washing once with 95% ethanol for 2 minutes, twice with 100% ethanol for 5 minutes, and twice with xylene (100%) for 10 minutes, then mounted with entellan (MERCK Darmstadt Germany).

(viii) Keratin 1 and Keratin 14-Staining.

Paraffin embedded wound-section slides were de-paraffinized as described for H&E staining above and incubated in blocking solution (5% BSA and 0.5% Tween 20™ in PBS) for 1 hour. The slides were then incubated with either anti-keratin 1 (1:500) or anti-keratin 14 (1:1000) antibody in blocking solution (5% BSA and 0.5% Tween 20™ in PBS) at 4° C. overnight. Thereafter, the slides were washed five times with washing buffer (5% Tween 20™ in PBS for K14 and 0.5% Tween 20™ in PBS for K14) followed by incubation with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibody (ZYMED Laboratories Inc.) suspended (1:200) in blocking solution (5% BSA and 0.5% Tween 20™ in PBS) for 1 hour at room temperature. The slides were then washed three times with washing buffer (5% Tween 20™ in PBS) followed by incubation with an enzyme streptavidin conjugate in blocking solution (1:300) for 0.1 hour at room temperature. Thereafter, the slides were washed twice with washing buffer (5% Tween 20™ in PBS) for 5 minutes, once with PBS for 5 minutes and once with TRIS buffer (0.05 M in PBS) for 5 minutes, followed by incubation in DAB reagent for color development. The reaction was terminated by immersing the slides in double distilled water followed by counterstaining with eosin (ICN, 0.5% in DDW). The slides were then washed with 70% ethanol by 2 quick immersions; dehydrated by washing once again with 95% ethanol for 2 minutes, twice with 100% ethanol for 5 minutes, and twice with xylene (100%) for 10 minutes; and mounted with entellan (MERCK Darmstadt Germany).

Example 1

Association of Adipocytes with Migrating Keratinocytes During the Wound Healing Process

Migrating epidermal cells (keratinocytes) with recruited adipocytes were observed in 7-day-old wound tissue (FIG. 2). As can be seen in FIG. 1, migrating keratinocytes were observed across the wound gap in about 60% of the untreated wounds, and recruited adipocytes were also present in about 60% of the untreated wounds. FIG. 1 also shows that migrating keratinocytes and recruited adipocytes were observed in about 30% and 80% of insulin-treated wounds, respectively.

These results reveal that migration of keratinocytes to the wound gap area is closely associated with recruitment of adipocytes during an early stage of the wound healing...
The results thus indicate that migration of adipocytes to the wound area is involved in the wound healing process.

Example 2

The Effect of PPARγ Modulators on Keratinocytes Migration and Wound Contraction

[0136] The effect of inhibiting or enhancing the activity of peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) on keratinocytes migration was evaluated utilizing the in vitro migration assay. Thus, primary keratinocytes were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated (control) or treated daily with PPARγ modulators. As can be seen in FIG. 3, the treatment of cultured primary murine keratinocytes with the PPARγ antagonist GW9662 promoted keratinocytes migration. On the other hand, the treatment of cultured keratinocytes with the PPARγ agonist troglitazone inhibited keratinocytes migration (FIG. 8).

[0137] The effect of inhibiting or enhancing the activity of PPARγ using PPARγ antagonist and agonist, respectively, on wound healing was also evaluated in vivo. Accordingly, incision wounds were excised on the back of C57BL mice and were treated daily, for 6 days, with PBS buffer (control), or with various agents. The mice were sacrificed six days after wounding and the wounds were then analyzed. As can be seen in FIGS. 4-5, 7, the treatment with GW9662 (a PPARγ antagonist) promoted wound contraction and epidermal migration, as compared with the control. Contrary, a similar treatment with troglitazone (a PPARγ agonist) inhibited wound contraction (FIG. 9). Furthermore, troglitazone impaired insulin-induced wound healing (FIGS. 9-10).

[0138] Hence, the results clearly demonstrate that PPARγ agonist hinders the healing of wounds and that PPARγ antagonist (which attenuates PPARγ activity) can effectively promote the wound healing process. Accordingly, the results indicate that PPARγ antagonists, such as GW9662 can be used to effectively accelerate wound healing.

Example 3

The Effect of Adipins on Keratinocytes Migration and Wound Contraction

[0139] The effect of adipin (complementing Factor D, which is secreted from adipocytes) on wound healing was evaluated in vivo. Accordingly, full-thickness incision wounds were excised on the back of C57BL mice and were treated daily, for 6 days, with PBS buffer (control), or with 1 μM adipin. The mice were sacrificed 6 days after wounding and the wounds were then analyzed. As illustrated in FIGS. 4-5 and 7, adipin substantially promoted wound contraction. In addition, adipin increased epidermal closure from about 15% to about 30%, and increased keratinocytes migration from about 30% to about 65%, as compared with the buffer control (FIG. 6).

[0140] These results demonstrate that an adipokine, such as adipin, can effectively induce or accelerate wound healing.

Example 4

Efficacy of Various Adipokines on Keratinocytes Migration In Vitro

[0141] Adipose tissue has recently gained the recognition as an endocrine organ. This endocrine entity is mostly associated to the visceral reserve; however, sub-cutaneous adipocytes have been shown to exert some endocrine activity. Based on these data and the data accumulated in our wound healing experiments, emphasizing the importance of adipocyte presence in the wound gap (see Example 1 above), we determined that adipocytes secrete pro-wound healing factors.

[0142] In order to test the effect of different adipokines on keratinocyte migration to close the wound gap, an in vitro scratch assay was used. Thus, primary keratinocytes were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated (control) or treated daily with insulin (0.1 unit/ml), hIL-4 (2 ng/ml), hIL-6 (0.2 ng/ml), leptin (4 μg/ml) or apelin (0.02 μg/ml or 0.2 μg/ml). Photo documentation was performed on day 0, 24 hrs and 48 hrs post treatment, and presented in FIG. 11.

[0143] The effect of each one of the adipokines on migration rate in keratinocytes was compared to the control and to the effect achieved by insulin, known to promote keratinocyte migration, as positive control. As shown in FIG. 11, it is clear that adipokines exert different effects on wound healing. The most prominent wound healing effect was exhibited in the IL-4- and apelin-treated groups (0.2 μg/ml) where keratinocyte migration was highly significant. Keratinocyte migration was observed also in the other treatment groups, namely IL-6-, leptin and apelin (0.02 μg/ml), although not as significantly as in the IL-4- and apelin-(0.2 μg/ml) treated groups.

[0144] Both apelin and IL-4 were shown to be associated with downstream elements of the insulin signaling pathway and various protein kinases including PKC isoenzymes, which are known to effect proliferation and migration in various cell types.

[0145] From these results it may be concluded that adipokines may serve as positive therapeutic agents for wound healing, either as a single agent or in a formulation.

Example 5

The Effect of Various Adipokines on Fibroblasts Migration In Vitro

[0146] As shown in Example 4 above, adipokines influence keratinocyte migration in vitro thus promoting wound closure. However, when considering the in vivo model, adipokines’ influence is not limited to the epidermal layer. The effect of different adipokines in wound healing in vitro assay (scratch assay) and in fibroblast migration and proliferation to close the wound gap, was tested. Fibroblast migration and proliferation have been implicated in the remodeling of the matrix in wounds.

[0147] Primary skin fibroblasts were isolated and plated on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial crossover scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml), hIL-8 (5 ng/ml), hIL-1 (0.2 ng/ml), hIL-4 (2 ng/ml), apelin (0.2 μg/ml) or adiponectin (1 μg/ml); and collected after 24 hrs. Photo documentation was performed on day 0 and 24 hrs post treatment, and presented in FIG. 12.

[0148] The effect of each one of the adipokines on fibroblast-mediated wound healing was compared to the non-treated group as negative control and to the effect achieved by insulin, known to exert a prominent effect on fibroblasts in
vitro, as positive control and a reference point of efficacy. As shown in FIG. 12, IL-1, apelin and adiponectin have all promoted fibroblasts migration to completely close the wound gap. IL-8 had a smaller yet significant effect in comparison to the untreated group. However, IL-4 did not induce any additional effect compared to controls, indicating that it did not have a negative effect on the process.

It is important to point out that various adipokines exert different signaling mechanisms in different cell types, thus a positive effect on keratinocytes does not imply a similar effect on fibroblasts. This conclusion is well supported by the IL-4 that was found to induce keratinocyte migration (see Example 4 above) but does not have the same effect on fibroblasts. This does not mean that IL-4 is not suitable for treating wounds in vivo; however, it does implicate the signaling pathways involved in each cell type.

From this assay we conclude that specific adipokines such as apelin and adiponectin exhibit prominent effects on wound healing. These data emphasize the need in further investigation and determination of the mechanism by which we will be able to regulate wound healing process via specific adipokines, thus promoting new potential therapeutic agents for single or formulation applications.

Example 6

The effect of Visfatin on Wound Healing In Vitro

Visfatin has recently been shown in the literature as an insulin-mimetic hormone (activation of insulin receptor has been observed in visfatin concentration range between 0.01 μg/ml to 10 μg/ml secreted from visceral adipose tissue and its role in glucose metabolism exhibits insulin like regulation in various metabolic tissues such as liver, muscle and adipocytes. Moreover, visfatin has been shown to be secreted, to a lesser extent, from subcutaneous fat as well, and it is this entity that encouraged us to enroll it in the adipokine related wound healing formulations.

Methods

(i) Keratinocytes/Fibroblasts Scratch Migration Assay.

Primary keratinocytes/fibroblasts were isolated and cultured on 5 ml non-coated dishes until confluence in low Ca²⁺ medium, and an artificial cross-over scratch was formed in each dish with a 200 μm tip. Then, cells were either non-treated or treated with visfatin (0.1 μg/ml or 0.01 μg/ml) or insulin (0.1 unit/ml) for up to 48 hrs. Photo documentation was performed at day 0, 24 and 48 hrs post treatment, and presented in FIGS. 13, 18.

(ii) Western Blot Analysis for Proliferation and Differentiation Markers.

Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence. Then, cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml, 1 μM) or visfatin (0.01 μg/ml or 0.1 μg/ml). 24 hrs post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for PCNA expression by western blot analysis. The results are presented in FIG. 14.

(iii) Thymidine Incorporation Assay.

Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 6 well tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence. Then, cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with visfatin (0.1 μg/ml or 0.01 μg/ml) for 24 hrs. 6 hrs post treatment Ca²⁺ mM was added to the medium, and the next day, cells were pulsed with [³H]thymidine (1 μCi/ml) for 1 hour. After incubation, cells were washed three times with PBS and 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added into each well for 1 hour. The solution was then removed and cells were stabilized in 1M NaOH. The labeled thymidine incorporated into the cells was counted in a ¹H-window of a Tri-carb liquid scintillation counter. The results are presented in FIG. 15.

(iv) Differentiation Assay for Keratin 1.

Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until 80% confluence. Then, cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with insulin (0.1 unit/ml, 1 μM) or visfatin (0.01 μg/ml or 0.1 μg/ml). 24 hrs post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for K1 (Keratin 1) expression by western blot analysis. The results are presented in FIG. 16.

(v) Differentiation Assay for Filaggrin.

Primary keratinocytes were isolated, plated on 100 mm tissue dishes and maintained for 5 days in medium with low Ca²⁺ (0.05 mM) until reaching 80% confluence. Then, cells were either non-treated (control) or treated with visfatin (0.01 μg/ml or 0.1 μg/ml). Terminal differentiation was induced by adding Ca²⁺ to the medium 6 hrs post treatment. 24 hrs post treatment cells were lysed and analyzed for filagrin expression by western blot analysis. The results are presented in FIG. 17.

Results

The role of visfatin on wound healing in vitro was first examined in the scratch migration assay. The influence of visfatin on keratinocytes by expression of proliferation and differentiation markers, was then assessed both by western blot for expression of proliferating nuclear antigen protein (PCNA) and by thymidine incorporation assays.

As shown in FIG. 13, visfatin does not halt or interfere with migration of keratinocytes, relative to controls. The higher concentration of visfatin (0.1 μg/ml) induced migration in keratinocytes though not significantly. Complementarily, as further shown in FIG. 14, the lower concentration of visfatin (0.0 μg/ml) significantly decreased PCNA expression levels in keratinocytes, indicating that it has a more potent ability to inhibit cell proliferation. This result is further supported by the thymidine incorporation measurement assay, demonstrated in FIG. 15, indicating a dose dependent inhibition of proliferation where the lower dose (0.01 μg/ml) exhibited lower thymidine incorporation than the higher dose (0.1 μg/ml) and controls. In the conditions promoting cell differentiation (Ca²⁺ 0.12 mM addition to the medium), visfatin inhibited even further the proliferation rate of these cells.

Expression of differentiation markers in response to visfatin was assessed utilizing western blot analysis of Keratin-1 and filaggrin. Both proteins are representatives of the keratin filament network present in keratinocytes. Keratin-1 (K1) is expressed when cells from the epidermal basal layer differentiate into the spinous layer keratinocytes. Filagrin is expressed in terminal differentiation stages when spinous cells transform into the granular cell layer.

FIGS. 16-17 demonstrate that visfatin promotes keratinocyte differentiation primarily terminal differentiation, both in respect to non treated cells as well as to cells treated with insulin, that has been shown to promote keratinocyte proliferation, thus lowering expression of differentiation markers. Visfatin treated cells express both Keratin 1
(spinous layer marker) and the terminal differentiation filaggrin. It is the marked elevation in filaggrin levels, in both active doses, that promotes our understanding of the differences between insulin and visfatin as well as the physiological and pathophysiological implications of visfatin treatment.

Following the complex wound healing model system we tested the influence of visfatin on fibroblasts migration and proliferation, utilizing the in vitro Fibroblasts migration scratch assay.

FIG. 18 shows the differential effects of visfatin and insulin on the different cell types associated with wound healing. As can be seen, treating primary skin fibroblasts with visfatin promotes fibroblast migration and proliferation to the extent of insulin treatment, contrary to the result presented in FIG. 13, where no effect was exhibited in keratinocyte migratory potential.

Our data indicate that visfatin at concentration range between 0.01 µg/ml and 0.1 µg/ml can be utilized for modulation of skin cells. However, since insulin receptors have been previously shown to be activated by visfatin at concentration range between 0.01 µg/ml to 10 µg/ml, it may be concluded that skin cells modulation may be induced utilizing higher concentrations (up to 10 µg/ml) of visfatin as well.

The results described above indicate that visfatin influences keratin differentiation together with matrix remodeling typical for late wound healing stages, suggesting that visfatin might play a role in overcoming aesthetic complications of skin such as keloid and hypertrophic scarring. These results further suggest that visfatin might be beneficial in treatment of hyperplastic proliferative skin disorders.

Example 7

The Effect of Adiponectin and Visfatin on Wound Healing In Vivo

In light of previous results, demonstrating adipokines effects on wound healing in vitro, we conducted an in vivo study.

Full thickness 20 mm incision wounds were performed on 8-10 week old C57BL mice, 6 mice per group. The wounds were treated daily for 7 days with PBS (control), adiponectin (1 µg/ml) or visfatin (0.01 µg/ml). Skin biopsies were paraffin embedded and slide sections representing the widest area of the wound were prepared. Sections were then subjected to histochemical staining such as H&E and Masson Trichrome (collagen).

As shown in FIG. 19, the adiponectin treated groups presented better healing parameters according to our wound healing assessment protocol, as presented by epidermal closure, dermal contraction and matrix remodeling (represented by the collagen deposition in the wound gap), thus proving the potential of adiponectin as a therapeutic agent for wound healing either as a single agent or as a part of a formulation. As further shown in FIG. 19, visfatin attracts adipocytes to the wound site and reduces inflammation. In light of our previous in vitro studies indicating that visfatin promotes keratinocyte terminal differentiation (see Example 6 hereinabove), it is concluded that visfatin might be beneficial in late wound healing stages and resolving aesthetic skin disorders.

Based on the results presented above, together with previous data, it is concluded that different adipokines affect different signaling mechanisms in skin, promoting specific manipulation on different stages in the wound healing process.

Example 8

The Effect of Adipocyte Derived Factors and Adipocytes Homogenates on Wound Healing In Vivo

Adipocyte involvement in the wound healing process has been proven beneficial in our in vitro and ex-vivo studies. In light of these results we conducted a series of in vivo experiments to test the influence of adipocytes and adipocyte secretions on wound healing process in live animal models.

Full thickness 20 mm incision wounds were performed on 8-10 week old C57BL mice, 6 mice per group. The wounds were treated daily, for 5 days, either with PBS (control), adipokines collected from the secretion of human visceral primary preadipocytes, adipokines collected from the secretion of human sub-cutaneous primary preadipocytes, homogenized cell extract from human sub-cutaneous primary preadipocytes, homogenized cell extract from human sub-cutaneous primary preadipocytes, homogenized cell extract from human sub-cutaneous primary preadipocytes.

Morphological assessment was performed daily utilizing photo documentation.

FIG. 20 shows the average wound size in mice from each treatment 5 days post wounding. The morphological assessment clearly demonstrates the positive effect of treatment with adipocytes as well as various adipocyte derived factors on wound healing. All treatments induced wound healing better than controls; wounds appear smaller and the scab is lighter indicating a more progressed stage in wound healing. Based on these results, and since morphological analysis is the primary parameter utilized in wound healing in vivo as well as in humans, it is concluded that adipocyte derived factors as well as adipocytes as homogenates might be efficient in treating wounds as a topical or formulated therapeutics.

Example 9

The Effect of Adipocytes and Adipokines on Human Skin-Wound Healing in the CAM Ex-Vivo Model System

It is a well known fact that animal model studies are not always an accurate indication of human bio-physiology. Therefore, in our studies of skin and wound healing we utilized a method overcoming this difficulty, designated the chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) ex-vivo model system.

The chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) is a highly vascularised tissue responsible for gas exchange, which has been reported as a grafting platform of various tissues for testing drug therapies, angiogenesis or other developmental processes (Maas et al., 1999). Using the CAM ex-vivo model system enabled us to implant human skin explants, inflict a wound and test various wound healing agents, overcoming the differences in skin structure and physiology between animal models (usually mice) and human skin. Two days post grafting, the skin obtains its own supply of blood vessels, which allow graft maintenance for a period of up to 12 days.

Skin biopsies were obtained from a human abdominal source with the underlying hypodermis layer. The skin was sectioned into circular pieces of 1.5 cm diameter x 1 cm
explants and grafted on 8-9 old fertilized eggs that were incubated in 37°C C. wet and rotated every 4 hrs. [0180] Skin wounds range in size, depth and types, thus we studied full thickness as well as partial thickness wounds, utilizing a 6 mm punch, simulating specific wound populations. Prior to grafting, the CAM was slightly injured, just enough to induce a minor bleeding that enables the skin to be implemented into the CAM. Wounds were treated daily, for 5 days, with 20 μl of either PBS (control), adipokines collected from the secretion of human visceral primary adipocytes, adipokines collected from the secretion of human sub-cutaneous primary adipocytes, homogenized autologous cell extract from sub-cutaneous layer or homogenized autologous cell extract from lipo-suction. Morphological assessment was performed daily utilizing photo documentation under binocular.

[0181] FIG. 21 shows the effect of adipokines and adipokines on ham an skin wound healing in the CAM ex-vivo model system, by presenting full and partial thickness wounds treated with various adipocyte derived factors, either secreted (adipokines) or extracted from cell homogenate. The results demonstrated that treatment with adipokines promoted wound closure compared to control (PBS) groups. From the results presented, it is clear that adipokines related factors, both visceral and sub-cutaneous origins, collected from primary cell cultures, play a crucial role in the wound healing process in human skin. Similar results were exhibited in the partial wounded skin treated with adipocyte homogenates.

[0182] Based on these results, we conclude that adipokines and their derived factors induce unique mechanisms in human skin physiology and wound healing. Recognizing the specific factors and or cell population type promoting quality wound healing in human skin can provide the platform for developing protocols for wound healing and/or potential therapeutic agents, specifically, formulation comprised of adipocyte derived factors or an autologous adipocyte transplant (signified in the cell homogenate treated groups).

[0183] It is appreciated that certain features of the invention, which are, for clarity, described in the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention, which are, for brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided separately or in any suitable subcombination.

[0184] Although the invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications and variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended claims. All publications, patents, patent applications and sequences identified by their name and/or database accession numbers mentioned in this specification are herein incorporated in their entirety by reference into the specification, to the same extent as if each individual publication, patent, patent application or sequence was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated herein by reference. In addition, citation or identification of any reference in this application shall not be construed as an admission that such reference is available as prior art to the present invention.
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36. A method of inducing or accelerating a healing process of a damaged skin or skin wound, the method comprising administering to the skin cells colonizing the damaged skin or skin wound area a therapeutically effective amount of an agent selected from the group consisting of an adipokine, an adipocyte modulator and a preadipocyte modulator, thereby inducing or accelerating the healing process of the damaged skin or skin wound, wherein said agent is contained in a pharmaceutical composition adapted for topical or subcutaneous administration.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein said topical pharmaceutical composition is selected from the group consisting of an aqueous solution, a gel, a cream, a paste, a lotion, a spray, a suspension, a powder, a dispersion, a salve and an ointment.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein said pharmaceutical composition includes a solid support.
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